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Outline
• a state-of-the art review of current scholarship pertaining to social
media in language education; draws parallels with other digitallyenhanced language learning fields, such as mobile assisted language
learning (MALL) and game-based learning (GBL)
• An exploratory view to future directions in social networked CALL,
namely citizen science and crowd learning for language education
Presentation based on “A critical review of social networks for language
learning beyond the classroom”. In Mark Allen Dressman & Randall
Sadler (Eds.). (2020) Handbook of Informal Language Learning. Wiley.
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Theoretical framework
A sociocultural understanding of learning
learning is deeply rooted in the socio-technical context from which it
takes its full meaning

(Bonk and Cunningham 1998; Lantolf and Thorne 2006; Wertsch 1991; Van Lier’s
ecological perspective (2004)
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How social media blur the
distinction between CALL, MALL
and GBL
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“Over the last decade, social media
has gone from being a dream of
Silicon Valley technologists to a
central part of contemporary
digital life around the world”.
danah boyd, 2015
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Τypes of social
networked
language
learning

• L2 learning and use in
vernacular SNS (Facebook,
twitter)
• SNS mediated pedagogy
(SNS used in classrooms)
• The use of commercial
SNSLL (Busuu, Duolingo)
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Social media for language
learning inside and outside the
classroom
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Impact in classroom contexts
Emergent userdriven agency of
everyday use

Demands of
formal
curriculumdriven objectives

A challenge to balance the two in a learning context
Reinhardt, 2017
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A need to “escape” the
walls of the class…
“Teachers need to sensitize
learners to online cultural
practice and genres, so that
their participation in
electronic discussions is no
longer seen as linguistic
training, but as engagement
with a cultural practice”
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But how?
Learners have their own
rituals, rules, routines and
patterns of use of technology
in their everyday life
The use of technology in class
should consider this reality
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The digital wilds
Sauro, S., & Zourou, K. (2019). What are the digital wilds? Language Learning &
Technology, 23(1), 1–7. https://doi.org/10125/44666
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Social and leisure activity on
social networks that users
deploy freely and openly
become intermingled with
educational use

A clash of understandings
and expectations?
Students might feel forced to
interact socially with their teacher
in a way that would not be naturally
be inclined to do
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“Unconventional” practice in social
networked language education
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Other forms of non-institutional, bottom-up
practice
Using social networks in an
unforeseen manner
The example of 2 research studies
1. Liaw and English (2013)
2. Lamy (2013
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Synthesis of findings
• Students’ desire to build communication channels outside the formal
telecollaboration set up by the instructor, and in the absence of the
instructors
• The student-initiated social networked activity is indicative of the
degrees of agency and openness among students belonging in formal
educational contexts
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The way forward: two promising
topics: agency and openness
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Agency
Learners use self-driven choices in
learning that should be understood;
=> “support learner agency by promoting
user choice and self-directed learning”
(Reinhardt, 2016)
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Openness
In line with the Open Education
movement:
It becomes common that scientists,
citizens and school pupils collaborate
in science experiments,
classroom learning is seen as a broad
context with many interactions with
the surrounding world
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Questions?
katerinazourou@gmail.com
https://web2learn.eu/who_we_are
/katerina-zourou/
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